In this work, the assembly map in L-theory for the family of finite subgroups is proven to be a split injection for a class of groups. Groups in this class, including virtually polycyclic groups, have universal spaces that satisfy certain geometric conditions. The proof follows the method developed by Carlsson-Pedersen to split the assembly map in the case of torsion free groups. Here, the continuously controlled techniques and results are extended to handle groups with torsion. . compact subsets of E become small near Y ¼ X À E. That is, for every compact subset K H E and for every neighborhood U H X of y A Y , there exists a neighborhood V H X of y such that g A G and gK X V 0 j implies gK H U.
Introduction
The algebraic L-groups, L n ðZGÞ, contain geometric information about smooth manifolds whose fundamental group is G. In an e¤ort to calculate these groups, various assembly maps are studied that relate the L-groups to a generalized homology theory evaluated on the universal space for a chosen family of subgroups. In this paper, the assembly map for the family of finite subgroups is analyzed. Homology groups are somewhat easier to calculate since tools such as spectral sequences and Chern characters are available. If the assembly map is a split injection, then the homology groups are direct summands of the L-groups. Thus, a piece of the puzzle can be understood. Using continuously controlled algebra, Carlsson and Pedersen proved that the assembly maps in algebraic K-and L-theory are split injective for torsion free groups satisfying certain geometric conditions listed below [CP95] . In [Ros03] , their K-theory result was extended to certain groups with torsion. The goal here is to extend the L-theory result.
Let G be a discrete group, and let E ¼ E GðfÞ be the universal space for G-actions with finite isotropy, where f denotes the family of finite subgroups of G. Assume that E is a finite G-CW complex admitting a compactification, X , (i.e., X is compact and E is an open dense subset) such that making use of the Conner Conjecture. Finally, Sections 3.1 and 3.2 contain the proof of the main theorem using a filtration of the space by conjugacy classes of fixed sets.
2 Preliminaries 2.1. The L CT Functor. The functor L Ày assigns to an additive category with involution A (as defined by Ranicki [Ran85] ) a spectrum whose homotopy groups are the ultimate lower quadratic L-groups, L hÀyi Ã ðAÞ [Ran92, Chapter 17] . There are three properties that this functor possesses (verified in [CP95] ) that play an important role in this work.
1. If a group acts on A, then taking fixed sets commutes with applying L Ày .
2. If fA j g is a countable collection of additive categories with involution, then L Ày ðP A j Þ F P L Ày ðA j Þ, provided there is an i 0 independent of j, such that for every j, K Ài ðA j Þ ¼ 0 whenever i b i 0 .
3. Let U be an A-filtered additive category (as defined by Karoubi [Kar70] ), where A is a full subcategory of U, and let U=A be the associated quotient category, whose objects are the same as those in U, but whose morphisms are identified if their difference factors through A. If there is an involution on U that preserves A, then L Ày ðAÞ ! L Ày ðUÞ ! L Ày ðU=AÞ is a homotopy fibration of spectra.
2.2. Continuously Controlled Algebra. Let G be a discrete group, X a G-space, and Y a closed G-invariant subspace of X . Let E ¼ X À Y and R be a ring with unit. The free R-module generated by E Â G Â N is denoted R½E Â G y . If A is a submodule of R½E Â G y , denote A X R½x Â G y by A x , where x A E. The continuously controlled category, BðX ; Y ; RÞ, has objects, A, where
is a finitely generated free R-module with basis contained in fxg Â G Â N;
Morphisms are all R-module morphisms, f : A ! B, that are continuously controlled. This means that for every y A Y and every neighborhood U J X of y, there exists a neighborhood V J X of y such that the components f x z :
If R is a ring with involution, then there is an involution, Ã , on BðX ; Y ; RÞ defined as follows. For every object A,
where the elements of R are conjugated by the involution on the ring. Here A x is identified with its dual via its basis, and the matrix description of the dual map is used.
The diagonal action of G on E Â G induces a G-action on R½E Â G y that induces a G-action on BðX ; Y ; RÞ. If we assume that G acts on E with finite isotropy, then the fixed category, B G ðX ; Y ; RÞ, has those objects, A, in BðX ; Y ; RÞ that satisfy the conditions 1. A gx G A x for every g A G, and 2. A x is a finitely generated free RG x -module.
This implies that
The morphisms in B G ðX ; Y ; RÞ are those morphisms, f, in BðX ; Y ; RÞ that are G-equivariant, i.e., gf x y g À1 ¼ f gx gy for all g A G and all x; y A E. Notice that if there are infinite isotropy subgroups, then every object in the fixed category will be the zero object.
Remark. In [HP03] , the equivariant continuously controlled category, B G ðX ; Y ; RÞ, is defined. This category has a slightly di¤erent definition from the one used here. These categories yield equivariant homology theories which are used to formulate assembly maps for any given family of subgroups. In this work, we are only concerned with the case of the family of finite subgroups and so we will always assume that G acts on E with finite isotropy. With this assumption, the equivariant category, B G ðX ; Y ; RÞ, is equivalent to the fixed category, B G ðX ; Y ; RÞ, which makes it possible to realize the assembly map as a map of fixed sets. Doing so provides a way to construct a splitting using homotopy fixed sets (see Section 2.4). In this paper, we will use the subscript À G , as in B G ðX ; Y ; RÞ, for the equivariant continuously controlled categories, and the superscript À G , as in B G ðX ; Y ; RÞ, for the fixed categories described above.
Two controlled categories that are of particular interest to us are BðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞ and BðSX ; SY ; p X ; RÞ, where CX denotes the cone of X ; SX denotes the unreduced suspension of X , and p X : X Â ð0; 1Þ ! X is the projection map. These categories have the same objects as BðCX ; CY W X ; RÞ and BðSX ; SY ; RÞ respectively, but their control conditions on morphisms di¤er along Y Â ð0; 1Þ, where they are only required to be p X -controlled. This means that for every ð y; tÞ A Y Â ð0; 1Þ and every neighborhood U J X of y, there is a neighborhood V of ð y; tÞ such that f a b ¼ 0 and f b a ¼ 0 whenever a A V X p À1 X ðUÞ and b B p À1 X ðUÞ. The support at infinity of an object A in BðX ; Y ; RÞ, denoted supp y ðAÞ, is the set of limit points of fx j A x 0 0g. If C is a closed subspace of Y , then the category BðX ; Y ; RÞ C is the full subcategory of BðX ; Y ; RÞ on objects, A, with supp y ðAÞ J C. If W is an open subspace of Y , then the germ category, BðX ; Y ; RÞ W , has the same objects as BðX ; Y ; RÞ, but morphisms are identified if they agree in a neighborhood of W . It is equivalent to the quotient category BðX ;
induces a fibration of spectra after applying L Ày . Such sequences are the main tool in this theory.
A function f : ðX ; Y Þ ! ðX 0 ; Y 0 Þ is eventually continuous if for every compact K H X 0 À Y 0 , f À1 ðKÞ has compact closure in X À Y , f ðX À Y Þ H X 0 À Y 0 , and f is continuous on Y . Such a map induces a functor f # : BðX ; Y ; RÞ ! BðX 0 ; Y 0 ; RÞ, up to natural equivalence, defined as follows. An object A is sent to
and morphisms are induced by the identity. If f sends Y À W to Y 0 À W 0 , then f also induces a functor f # : BðX ; Y ; RÞ W ! BðX 0 ; Y 0 ; RÞ W 0 . Note that if R is a ring with involution and f is a morphism in BðX ; Y ; RÞ, then f # ðf Ã Þ ¼ f # ðfÞ Ã . Furthermore, the proof of [CP95, Proposition 1.18] is easily seen to preserve the involution which says that if f 1 ; f 2 : ðX ; Y Þ ! ðX 0 ; Y 0 Þ are eventually continuous maps and f 1 j Y ¼ f 2 j Y , then f 1# and f 2# are naturally equivalent functors. This simple observation is very useful when extending those results from the K-theory case that rely on eventually continuous maps. The above discussion also works for fixed categories if we use G-invariant subspaces and G-equivariant functions.
2.3. The Continuously Controlled Assembly Map. Let R be a ring with involution. Since the Karoubi filtrations described in the previous section induce fibrations of spectra after applying L Ày , one can prove that the functor L Ày ðB G ðÀ Â ½0; 1; À Â 1; RÞ ÀÂ1 Þ from the category of G-CW complexes to the category of spectra, is G-excisive and Ghomotopy invariant [HP03] . This implies that it satisfies the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms, except for the dimension axiom, and therefore defines a generalized homology theory. We define
This theory is isomorphic to the homology of E over the orbit category [HP03] , defined by Davis and Lü ck. The continuously controlled assembly map is defined in [HP03] to be the map of spectra WL Ày ðB G ðE Â ½0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ EÂ1 Þ ! WL Ày ðB G ð Â ½0; 1; Â 1; RÞ Â1 Þ;
induced by collapsing E to a point. Hambleton and Pedersen proved that the continuously controlled assembly map is homotopy equivalent to the Davis-Lü ck assembly map [HP03, Theorem 8.3].
Let F be a family of subgroups of G that is closed under conjugation and under the operation of taking subgroups. Then there is a universal space E GðFÞ for Gactions with isotropy in F. The space E GðFÞ is a G-CW complex that is characterized by the fact that E GðFÞ G is contractible for all G A F and is empty otherwise. In this paper, the assembly map of interest is the one induced by collapsing E GðfÞ to a point, where f denotes the family of finite subgroups. Our goal is to prove that it is a split injection on homotopy groups. The method for doing this follows [CP95] . In this approach, it is necessary to realize the assembly map as a map of fixed sets. To do so, a few assumptions need to be placed on E GðfÞ.
Assume that G acts cocompactly on E ¼ E GðfÞ, and that E admits a metrizable compactification X , such that the G-action extends to X , and compact subsets of E become small near Y ¼ X À E (i.e., for every compact subset K H E and for every neighborhood U H X of y A Y , there exists a neighborhood V H X of y such that g A G and gK X V 0 j implies gK H U). Then the map L Ày ðB G ðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ ! L Ày ðB G ðSX ; SY ; p X ; RÞÞ;
induced by collapsing X from CX to SX , is weakly homotopy equivalent to the map L Ày ðB G ðE Â ½0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ EÂ1 Þ ! L Ày ðB G ð Â ½0; 1; Â 1; RÞ Â1 Þ [CP95]. Since L Ày commutes with fixed sets, the assembly map can now be realized as the map of fixed spectra WL Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ G ! WL Ày ðBðSX ; SY ; p X ; RÞÞ G : 2.4. Generalized Fixed Sets. In this section, we recall some facts about generalized homotopy fixed sets in the category of spectra, and illustrate how they help us exploit the fact that the assembly map is a map of fixed sets. Let S be a spectrum with Gaction. The fixed set S G can be identified with the set Map G ð; SÞ of G-equivariant maps from a point into S. Let F be a family of subgroups of G. The homotopy fixed set associated to this family, S hFG , is defined to be Map G ðE GðFÞ; SÞ. Notice that the G-equivariant map E GðFÞ ! induces the following commutative diagram:
If we can show that a and b are weak homotopy equivalences, then on the level of homotopy groups, we will have successfully split the map S G ! T G . The next two lemmas play an important role in achieving this goal. The author would like to thank Wolfgang Lü ck for showing him the elegant proof of the following lemma.
Proof. Suppose for the moment that Map G ðX ; SÞ ! Map G ðX ; TÞ is a weak homotopy equivalence for any finite dimensional G-CW complex X . Since the inclusion of the n-skeleton of E GðFÞ into its ðn þ 1Þ-skeleton E GðFÞ n ,! E GðFÞ nþ1 , is a cofibration, E GðFÞ ¼ colim n E GðFÞ n F hocolim n E GðFÞ n . Therefore Let X be a finite dimensional G-CW complex. We will prove that Map G ðX ; SÞ F Map G ðX ; TÞ by induction on the skeleta of X .
The equivariant map from S to T induces a commutative diagram relating the above pushout diagram to the corresponding one for T. Therefore the proof will be complete if we show that the maps
TÞ are weak homotopy equivalences. The first map is a weak homotopy equivalence by the induction hypothesis, and since
the second map is also a weak homotopy equivalence. r
by evaluating at 1. Since E GðFÞ is G-equivariantly homotopy equivalent to E GðFÞ G and E GðFÞ G is contractible, (ii) hðÞ ¼ 0;
(iii) given any closed subset A of X , there is a natural transformation, q : h n ðX =AÞ ! h nÀ1 ðAÞ, fitting into a long exact sequence
(iv) if W X i denotes a compact metric space that is a countable union of metric spaces along a single point, then the projection maps p i :
Given any generalized homology theory, there is a unique Steenrod homology extension. Existence of such extensions was proved by Kahn, Kaminker and Schochet, and Edwards and Hastings [KKS77, EH76] . Uniqueness was proved by Milnor [Mil63] . A functor k from the category of compact metrizable spaces to the category of spectra is called a reduced Steenrod functor if it satisfies the following conditions.
(i) The spectrum kðCX Þ is contractible.
(ii) If A H X is closed, then kðAÞ ! kðX Þ ! kðX =AÞ is a fibration (up to natural weak homotopy equivalence).
(iii) The projection maps p i : In the proof of Theorem 3.2 we will be considering spaces with a finite group action. In order to use Proposition 2.4 on the corresponding quotient spaces, we need to know that the reduced Steenrod homology (from Theorem 2.3) of the quotient of a contractible compact metrizable space by a finite group is trivial. The first step toward proving this is [Bre72, Theorem III.7.12], which states that if G is a finite group acting on a compact Hausdor¤ space X that has trivial reduced Č ech cohomology, then the reduced Č ech cohomology of X =G is also trivial. This is a special case of the Conner Conjecture which states that if a compact Lie group G acts on a space X , where X is either paracompact of finite cohomological dimension with finitely many orbit types or compact Hausdor¤, then X =G has trivial reduced Č ech cohomology if X does [Con60] . The Conner Conjecture was proved by Oliver [Oli76] . The final step is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5 [Ros03, Theorem 5.2]. If the reduced Č ech cohomology of a compact metrizable space X is trivial, then every reduced Steenrod homology of X is also trivial.
As mentioned above, the following corollary will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Corollary 2.6. Let G be a finite group acting on a compact metrizable space X. If the reduced Č ech cohomology of X is trivial, then the reduced Steenrod homology of X =G (from Theorem 2.3) is trivial.
The main theorem
Let G be a discrete group, and let E ¼ E GðfÞ be the universal space for G-actions with finite isotropy, where f denotes the family of finite subgroups of G. Assume that E is a finite G-CW complex admitting a compactification, X , (i.e., X is compact and E is an open dense subset) such that . the G-action extends to X ; . X is metrizable;
. X G is contractible for every G A f;
. E G is dense in X G for every G A f;
. compact subsets of E become small near Y ¼ X À E. That is, for every compact subset K H E and for every neighborhood U H X of y A Y , there exists a neighborhood V H X of y such that g A G and gK X V 0 j implies gK H U.
Theorem. If G satisfies the above conditions, and R is a ring with involution such that for su‰ciently large i, K Ài ðRHÞ ¼ 0 for every H A f, then the assembly map, H G Ã ðE; L Ày ðRG x ÞÞ ! L hÀyi Ã ðRGÞ, is a split injection.
There are many important classes of groups satisfying the conditions of the main theorem. Crystallographic groups, which are discrete groups that act cocompactly on Euclidean n-space by isometries, satisfy these conditions. The desired compactification is obtained by adding an ðn À 1Þ-sphere at infinity. More generally, virtually polycyclic groups satisfy these conditions, since we can also take R n for some n to be our universal space [Wil00] . Gromov's word hyperbolic groups also satisfy the conditions by taking a certain compactification of the Rips complex [RS04] . For the remainder of this paper, assume that G; R; E; X , and Y satisfy the conditions of the main theorem.
3.1. The Proof. The assembly map, as shown in Section 2.3, is the map of fixed sets WL Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ G ! WL Ày ðBðSX ; SY ; p X ; RÞÞ G :
This allows us to use homotopy fixed sets to show that the induced map on homotopy groups is a split injection. We do this by considering the commutative diagram discussed in Section 2.4. Then split injectivity of the assembly map is proven by showing that the maps WL Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ G ! WL Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ hfG and WL Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ hfG ! WL Ày ðBðSX ; SY ; p X ; RÞÞ hfG are each weak homotopy equivalences. In this section we tackle the first of these two maps as in [Ros03, Section 6]. The other map is handled in Section 3.2.
Theorem 3.1. The spectrum WL Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ G is weakly homotopy equivalent to WL Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ hfG .
Proof. It su‰ces to prove that L Ày ðBðE Â ð0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ EÂ1 Þ G is weakly homotopy equivalent to L Ày ðBðE Â ð0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ EÂ1 Þ hfG . Given this, the theorem is proved as follows:
L Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ G F L Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞ E Þ G ¼ L Ày ðBðE Â ð0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ EÂ1 Þ G F L Ày ðBðE Â ð0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ EÂ1 Þ hfG ¼ L Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞ E Þ hfG F L Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ hfG :
These equivalences follow from [CP95, Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5], whose proofs preserve the involution and therefore hold for L-theory, and Lemma 2.1.
We now prove that L Ày ðBðE Â ð0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ EÂ1 Þ G is weakly homotopy equivalent to L Ày ðBðE Â ð0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ EÂ1 Þ hfG . Note that E is assumed to be a finite G-CW complex, and proceed by induction on the G-cells in E. Begin with the discrete space G=H for some H A f. The control condition implies that the components of a morphism near G=H Â 1 must be zero between points with di¤erent G=H entries. Since we are taking germs at G=H Â 1, the category BðG=H Â ð0; 1; G=H Â 1; RÞ G=HÂ1 is equivalent to the product category Q G=H Bðð0; 1; 1; RÞ 1 . The action of G that the product category inherits is the same as the one on the product in Lemma 2.2. The projection maps induce a map Finally, c is a weak homotopy equivalence by Lemma 2.2. Now assume that the theorem holds for N and that E is obtained from N by attaching a G-n-cell, G=K Â D n , for some
Since these are fixed categories and L Ày commutes with taking fixed sets, let
Taking fixed sets and taking homotopy fibers commute since both are inverse limits. Therefore D G ! B G ! C G is a fibration for every G A f. Furthermore A G F D G for every G A f. Thus, A hfG F D hfG , by Lemma 2.1. Taking homotopy fixed sets is also an inverse limit. Therefore, it too commutes with taking homotopy fibers. This implies that D hfG ! B hfG ! C hfG is a fibration. As a result, so is A hfG ! B hfG ! C hfG .
Consider the following commutative diagram:
We need to show that b is a weak homotopy equivalence. By our induction hypothesis, a is a weak homotopy equivalence. Therefore, by the Five Lemma, it su‰ces to prove that c is a weak homotopy equivalence. Since E À N ¼ G=K Â e n , where e n is an open n-cell, the category BðE Â ð0; 1; E Â 1; RÞ ðEÀNÞÂ1 is equivalent to the product category Q G=K Bðe n Â ð0; 1; e n Â 1; RÞ e n Â1 . But this is entirely similar to the start of the induction. This completes the proof. r
Filtering by Conjugacy Classes of Fixed Sets. Now we complete the proof of the main theorem by showing that
WL Ày ðBðCX ; CY W X ; p X ; RÞÞ hfG F WL Ày ðBðSX ; SY ; p X ; RÞÞ hfG :
By Lemma 2.1, this is achieved by proving the following. Given G A f, consider the subgroup lattice for G, and let H a G. Define the distance from G to H, distðHÞ, to be the maximum number of steps needed to reach H from G on the subgroup lattice. Notice that distðgHg À1 Þ ¼ distðHÞ for each g A G.
Let n ¼ distð1Þ, and let l i be the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups with distance i from G. For each i, 1 a i a n À 1, choose a representative, H i; j , 1 a j a l i , for each of the conjugacy classes with distance i from G. Order the H i; j 's using the dictionary order on the indexing set. Now re-index the sequence of subgroups according to the ordering so that
For convenience define H 0 ¼ G and H mþ1 ¼ 1.
For each j, 0 a j a m þ 1, define C j ¼ S g A G X gH j g À1 , which will often be referred to as a conjugacy class of fixed sets.
For each k, 0 a k a m þ 1, define
Since it is possible that Y k ¼ j, we define CðjÞ ¼ f0g and SðjÞ ¼ f0; 1g for the convenience of notation.
Notice that Z k is contractible for every k, 0 a k a m þ 1. Also notice that since gX H ¼ X gHg À1 , each of the conjugacy classes of fixed sets is G-invariant. Therefore Z k is G-invariant for every k, 0 a k a m þ 1.
Since taking fixed sets commutes with applying L Ày , we will be working with fixed categories. To simplify the notation set
Theorem 3.2 is proved by induction on the chain
As in [Ros03] , this is accomplished with the following three lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. Let 1 a k a m þ 1. Then there are involution preserving equivalences
Proof. This lemma was proved in [Ros03] without concern for the involution. The basic idea from the proof still works but needs to be taken a little further.
Consider part (i). We prove this equivalence by constructing an equivariant function f , from CðZ k Þ into itself, that is not quite an eventually continuous map but is close enough to induce an involution preserving functor from B G R ðCðZ k ÞÞ Z kÀ1 to B G R ðCðZ kÀ1 ÞÞ that is an inverse to the inclusion functor up to natural equivalence. The only di‰culty in defining such a function appears when there are sequences consisting of points outside of CðZ kÀ1 Þ that converge to points in CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 . If this does not happen, then every point not in CðZ kÀ1 Þ is greater than a fixed distance away from CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 . Since objects are zero in a neighborhood of CðY k Þ W Z k À ðCðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 Þ, there will only be finitely many points in CðZ k Þ À CðZ kÀ1 Þ for which an object is non-zero. Thus, we could define f to be the identity on CðY k Þ W Z k W CðY kÀ1 Þ and to send every other point to a chosen point in E G Â ð0; 1Þ.
Assume that there are sequences consisting of points outside of CðZ kÀ1 Þ that converge to points in CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 . Choose a representative x, for each orbit not contained in CðZ kÀ1 Þ, such that G
This is possible by the assumption that there exist sequences consisting of points outside of CðZ kÀ1 Þ converging to points in CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 . Choose z x A ðZ kÀ1 À Y kÀ1 Þ H k Â ð0; 1Þ such that dðz x ; y x Þ a dðx; CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 Þ. This choice is possible by the fourth condition of the main theorem. Define f : ðCðZ k Þ; CðY k W Z k ÞÞ ! ðCðZ k Þ; CðY k W Z k ÞÞ by
This is well-defined since g 1 x ¼ g 2 x if and only if g À1 2 g 1 A H k . Thus, f is Gequivariant. As mentioned before, f is not eventually continuous. More precisely, the second and third conditions of eventually continuous maps are not satisfied by f . The second condition ensures that the induced functor sends objects to objects. To replace this condition, we show that the inverse image under f of a compact set in CðZ kÀ1 Þ À ðCðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 Þ contains only finitely many points over which an object can be non-zero. We do this as follows.
Let w A CðZ kÀ1 Þ À ðCðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 Þ and d > 0 such that 0 < d < dðw; CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 Þ be given. Let Since ðCðZ k Þ À UÞ X ðCðZ k Þ À V Þ J CðZ k Þ À ðCðY k W Z k Þ is compact, this set is finite.
The third condition on eventually continuous maps is that they are continuous on the boundary. This condition guarantees that the image under f # of a morphism is continuously controlled. Since objects are zero on a neighborhood of CðY k Þ W Z k À ðCðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 Þ, it su‰ces to show that f is continuous on CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 . Let fx n g be a sequence in CðZ k Þ À CðZ kÀ1 Þ converging to y A CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 . Since G is a finite group, all but finitely many terms in the sequence must be contained in a subsequence of the form fgx m g for a fixed g A G, where each x k is the chosen representative of its orbit. Since fx m g converges to g À1 y and G x m ¼ H k , g À1 y is fixed by H k . Thus, f y x m g converges to g À1 y. Therefore, fz x m g converges to g À1 y and f f ðgx m Þg ¼ fgz x m g converges to y ¼ f ðyÞ. Since f j CðY k ÞWZ k ¼ 1 CðY k ÞWZ k , f induces a functor that is an inverse to the inclusion functor up to natural equivalence, as with eventually continuous maps.
This completes the proof of part (i). Part (ii) is proven the same way replacing cones with suspensions. r Lemma 3.4. Let 1 a k a m þ 1. Then there are involution preserving equivalences
Proof. These equivalences are proven in [Ros03] . However, we need to check that the involution is preserved. We begin by recalling the argument from the proof of [Ros03, Lemma 7.4]. Since we are taking germs away from CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 and CðY kÀ1 =GÞ W Z kÀ1 =G, every morphism has a representative that is zero on CðZ kÀ1 Þ and on CðZ kÀ1 =GÞ, respectively. It is therefore irrelevant what the objects over CðZ kÀ1 Þ and CðZ kÀ1 =GÞ are. Also, the part of an object over a point not in CðY kÀ1 Þ W Z kÀ1 must be an R½gH k g À1 -module, for some g A G. This explains how the objects in B G R ðCðZ k ÞÞ >Z kÀ1 and B RH k ðCðZ k =GÞÞ >Z kÀ1 =G are identified. Since we are taking germs, the components of a morphism need to become small. Therefore non-zero components of a morphism have the same isotropy, namely a conjugate of H k . Furthermore, the equivariance of morphisms in B G R ðCðZ k ÞÞ >Z kÀ1 implies that there is only one choice when lifting a morphism from B RH k ðCðZ k =GÞÞ >Z kÀ1 =G . In other words, up to equivariance, the components of a morphism in B G R ðCðZ k ÞÞ >Z kÀ1 are the same as the morphism that it is identified with in B RH k ðCðZ k =GÞÞ >Z kÀ1 =G . But this implies that conjugate transposes are sent to conjugate transposes. Therefore the involution is preserved. This proves the first part of this lemma. The same argument proves the second part, replacing cones with suspensions. r Lemma 3.5. For each k, 1 a k a m þ 1, L Ày ðB RH k ðCðZ k =GÞÞ >Z kÀ1 =G Þ F L Ày ðB RH k ðSðZ k =GÞÞ >Z kÀ1 =G Þ:
Proof. The proof proceeds just as in [Ros03, Lemma 7.5]. Consider the following commutative diagram: By Lemma 3.3, Proposition 2.4, and the induction hypothesis, a induces a weak homotopy equivalence. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, c induces a weak homotopy equivalence. Since each row in the diagram is a Karoubi filtration, the Five Lemma shows that b also induces a weak homotopy equivalence. r
This completes the proof of the main theorem.
